STEEL COLUMN BREAKAWAY

TOP VIEW

Refer to sign standards SIGN-700-B

WEIGH STATION NEXT RIGHT

CLOSED

Sign Type J8 E8-9
(As indicated on the plans)

Hinge point

Grade Level

Sign foundation
See SIGN-230 Series

J 1/2" schedule 80 PVC conduit 90 degree bend

1/4 sign length

1/6 sign length

field connect to column

Type I sign

Alum. housing

LED Changeable Message
("OPEN" or "CLOSED"). Sign

See SIGN-220 series for break-away column details

6" to grade

Grade Level

102"

20 3/4"

8X13 steel I-Beam support

Grade Level

3/4" x 10'0" copper clad ground rods

a variable distance from foundation as directed by Engineer and in accordance with the current N-E-C.

NOT TO SCALE

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS DELIVERY STANDARD PLAN FOR

LED CHANGEABLE MESSAGE "OPEN-CLOSED" SIGN

ENGINEER OF DELIVERY

SIC-360-A

ENGINEER OF DEVELOPMENT

FHWA APPROVAL DATE

PLAN DATE
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